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        UK inflation fall paves way for BoE rate cuts later in 2024    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Andy Bruce and Suban Abdulla LONDON (Reuters) -British inflation cooled in February by slightly more than economists and the Bank of England had expected, paving the way for interest rate cuts in the months ahead. Consumer prices rose by a slightly weaker-than-expected 3.4% in annual terms in February, slowing from a 4.0% increase in…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK inflation fall paves way for BoE rate cuts later in 2024        
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        German entrepreneurs value EU achievements, but competitiveness seen at risk    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                BERLIN (Reuters) – Germany’s entrepreneurs value the European Union for the political stability and market access it delivers but say the bloc is too bureaucratic, a survey of 3,000 companies of the German chamber of commerce DIHK showed on Wednesday. At the same time, they emphasise that the competitiveness of the European economy urgently needs…            
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        It’s a boy! Athens zoo welcomes birth of rare pygmy hippo    
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                ATHENS (Reuters) – A rare and endangered pygmy hippopotamus has been born in Athens’ Attica Zoological Park for the first time in 10 years, delighting conservationists. A lack of male pygmy hippos in captivity had complicated breeding efforts, so zoo staff were “absolutely thrilled” the baby was a boy, Noi Psaroudaki, the zoo’s wildlife veterinarian,…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: It’s a boy! Athens zoo welcomes birth of rare pygmy hippo        
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        FTSE 100 dips in run-up to Fed verdict; UK inflation softens    
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                (Reuters) – London’s FTSE 100 opened lower on Wednesday, as investors remained cautious ahead of the Federal Reserve’s decision later in the day, with softer-than-expected domestic inflation data cementing bets of interest rate cuts this year from the Bank of England. The blue chip FTSE 100 slipped 0.1% as of 0817 GMT, as markets keenly…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: FTSE 100 dips in run-up to Fed verdict; UK inflation softens        
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        Ukrainian PM welcomes interim EU deal on farm imports    
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                KYIV (Reuters) – Ukrainian Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal welcomed an interim EU deal on farm imports as “good news” on Wednesday, saying it would allow Ukraine to support its producers and maintain its export levels. The provisional agreement would grant Ukrainian food producers tariff-free access to EU markets until June 2025, with new limits imposed…            
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        UK data watchdog assessing Kate’s medical record breach claim    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – Britain’s data watchdog said it was looking into a report that staff at the hospital where Kate, Princess of Wales, underwent abdominal surgery in January, had attempted to access her private health records. The report in the Daily Mirror said managers at The London Clinic, where King Charles was also treated in…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK data watchdog assessing Kate’s medical record breach claim        
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        Luxury stocks drag European equities lower ahead of Fed meeting    
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                By Khushi Singh (Reuters) – European shares moved lower on Wednesday, weighed down by a sell-off in luxury stocks over sales warning from Kering, while investors remained cautious ahead of Federal Reserve’s monetary policy outcome due today. The pan-European STOXX 600 index was down 0.2% by 8:58 GMT. Leading sectoral declines, the personal and household…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Luxury stocks drag European equities lower ahead of Fed meeting        
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        ECB cannot commit to rate path even after first cut, Lagarde says    
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                FRANKFURT (Reuters) – The European Central Bank cannot commit to a pre-set number of interest rate cuts even after it starts reducing borrowing costs as that will depend on incoming data, ECB President Christine Lagarde said on Wednesday. Many ECB policymakers have expressed support for a first reduction in borrowing costs from their current record…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: ECB cannot commit to rate path even after first cut, Lagarde says        
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        Giving away apples, Polish farmers stage more food protests    
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                WARSAW (Reuters) – Polish farmers were planning more than 500 road blockades on Wednesday to protest against cheap food imports from Ukraine and the European Union’s climate policy. Footage from private broadcaster TVN24 showed farmers carrying Polish flags and obstructing a road in the southern city of Katowice while handing apples to passers-by. “We want…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Giving away apples, Polish farmers stage more food protests        
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        Pope says “all efforts” must be made to end wars in Ukraine, Middle East    
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                VATICAN CITY (Reuters) – Pope Francis on Wednesday issued a fresh call for peace through negotiation as he deplored the bloody conflicts in Ukraine and Gaza, and once again limited his public speaking at his weekly audience in St Peter’s Square due to lingering health issues. “We should never forget that war is always a…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Pope says “all efforts” must be made to end wars in Ukraine, Middle East        
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        EU court says ex-F1 driver Mazepin must be taken off Russia sanction list    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
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                PARIS (Reuters) – The EU’s General Court on Wednesday handed a win to Russian former F1 driver Nikita Mazepin, who sought to overturn EU sanctions imposed against him as part of the bloc’s response to Russia’s war in Ukraine. “The family connection with his father, Russian businessperson Dmitry Mazepin, is not sufficient for him to…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: EU court says ex-F1 driver Mazepin must be taken off Russia sanction list        
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        EU agrees new limits on Ukraine farm product imports    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Philip Blenkinsop BRUSSELS (Reuters) -The European Union reached a provisional agreement on Wednesday to grant Ukrainian food producers tariff-free access to its markets until June 2025, albeit with new limits on imports of grains. The European Commission proposed in January to suspend duties and quotas on Ukrainian farm produce for a further year, with…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: EU agrees new limits on Ukraine farm product imports        
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        Miners in Kosovo break Ramadan fast 800 metres underground    
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                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Fatos Bytyci STANTERG, Kosovo (Reuters) – Kosovar miner Emin Hasani feels closer to God when he breaks the Ramadan fast 800 metres (2,625 feet) underground. After a long and sweltering shift down the Trepca mine in Stanterg in northern Kosovo, Hasani checks a clock to know when the sun is setting at the surface…            
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        Analysis-The Kremlin saw off Navalny – what now for Russia’s opposition?    
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                By Mark Trevelyan LONDON (Reuters) – On the night he celebrated extending his rule to at least 2030, Russian President Vladimir Putin did something very unusual: for the first time in memory, he spoke the name of Alexei Navalny in public. Answering a U.S. broadcaster’s question after official results from Russia’s election gave him a…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Analysis-The Kremlin saw off Navalny – what now for Russia’s opposition?        
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        Russia says CERN decision to cut science cooperation is unacceptable    
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                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                MOSCOW (Reuters) – Russian Foreign Ministry Spokeswoman Maria Zakharova said on Wednesday that a decision by the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) to cut cooperation with Russian scientists was politicised and unacceptable. CERN said in December it would cut cooperation with Russia from November 2024.            
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        Gloomy youth pull US and western Europe down global happiness ranking    
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                By David Milliken LONDON (Reuters) – Rising unhappiness among younger people has caused the United States and some large western European countries to fall down a global wellbeing index, while Nordic nations retain their grip on the top spots. The annual World Happiness Report, launched in 2012 to support the United Nations’ sustainable development goals,…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Gloomy youth pull US and western Europe down global happiness ranking        
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        Rescuers battle rubble and water in race to save 13 trapped Russian miners    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) – Rescuers in Russia’s far east battled rubble and water on Wednesday in an attempt to save 13 miners who have been trapped 120 metres (390 feet) underground in a gold mine for nearly two days. The miners were trapped on Monday by a rock fall at the Pioneer gold mine. The mine,…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Rescuers battle rubble and water in race to save 13 trapped Russian miners        
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        Former Credit Suisse APAC Head Low Joins Private Equity Firm GIP    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Edwin Low, Credit Suisse’s former chief executive officer for the Asia Pacific region, has joined private equity firm Global Infrastructure Partners, according to people with knowledge of the move. Low has become a partner at GIP working on emerging markets investment, the people said, asking not to be named as the information isn’t…            
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        SNB to Start Cutting Interest Rates in June, Survey Shows    
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                (Bloomberg) — The Swiss National Bank will start lowering interest rates sooner than previously predicted, according to a Bloomberg survey of economists. The first 25 basis-point cut will come in June, with two more to follow in September and December, bringing the key rate to 1%. The new rate path — arriving just as the…            
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        ‘Most-Crowded Trade’ Drives S&P 500 to New Record: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — Wall Street traders gearing up for the Federal Reserve decision sent stocks to fresh all-time highs amid gains in several big techs. Equities erased losses after a rebound in the “Magnificent Seven” cohort of tech megacaps — dubbed the “most-crowded trade” by Bank of America Corp. Nvidia Corp. rose on bets its new…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: ‘Most-Crowded Trade’ Drives S&P 500 to New Record: Markets Wrap        
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